
Lagunitas IPA
Lagunitas Brewing Co. – Petaluma, CA
6.2% ABV. Year-round. Bottles, draft. 

Stone IPA
Stone Brewing Co. – Escondido, CA
6.9% ABV. 77 IBUs. Year-round. Bottles, draft. 

This is one of the most well respected and best-sell-
ing IPAs in the country.

Union Jack
Firestone Walker – Paso Robles, CA
7.5% ABV. 70 IBUs. Year-round. Bottles, draft. 
Hops: 4 lbs/BBL: Bittering— Magnum; Late Kettle—
Cascade, Centennial; Dry Hops—Amarillo, Cascade, 
Centennial, Citra, Chinook, Simcoe.
Malts: Premium Two-Row (Metcalf & Kendall variet-
ies), Munich, Cara Pils, Simpson’s Light Crystal.

This well balanced, west coast IPA is double dry 
hopped, overall utilizing over four pounds of pacific-
northwest hops per barrel.

Sculpin
Ballast Point – San Diego, CA
7% ABV. 70 IBUs. Year-round. Bottles, cans, draft. 

The Sculpin is a testament to our humble beginnings 
as Home Brew Mart. This delicious Ballast Point Ale 
won a gold medal at the World Beer Cup 2010 in the 
International Pale Ale category.

Racer 5
Bear Republic – Healdsburg, CA
7% ABV. 75 IBUs. Year-round. Bottles, draft. 

This hoppy American IPA is a full bodied beer brewed 
with American pale and crystal malts, and heavily 
hopped with Chinook, Cascade, Columbus and Cen-
tennial. There’s a trophy in every glass.

West Coast IPA
Green Flash Brewing – San Diego, CA
7.3% ABV. 95 IBUs. Year-round. Bottles, draft. 

A menagerie of hops is layered throughout the 
brewing process: Simcoe for unique fruitiness and 
grapefruit zest, Columbus for strong hop pungency, 
Centennial for pine and citrus notes and Cascade for 
floral aroma. A multi-dimensional hop experience.
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About American IPAs
The American IPA is a different soul from the reincar-
nated IPA style. More flavorful than the withering 
English IPA, color can range from very pale golden to 
reddish amber. Hops are typically American with a 
big herbal and / or citric character, bitterness is high 
as well. Moderate to medium bodied with a balancing 
malt backbone. (From BeerAdvocate)

IPA Myth History:
“Back in the late 1700’s and early 1800’s, England 
held a large colonial presence in India. The soldiers, 
sailors and civilians had a huge appetite for beer. 
Trouble was, the voyage to India was long, and by the 
time the ship made it there the traditional beers had 
spoiled. Even when they didn’t, the dark porters that 
were popular at the time weren’t quite the ticket in 
the hot climate of India. George Hodgson of the Bow 
Brewery in London was the first person to come up 
with an answer to this problem. He began brewing 
a lighter style of beer, known as pale ale. Hodgson 
realized that high alcohol and hop levels would retard 
spoilage. His process succeeded, and for about 50 
years he held a virtual monopoly on the market.”

For a great rundown of what is actually known about 
the style, check out the great writeup on the subject 
at: beerconnoisseur.com/the-origins-of-ipa

Ingredients
Pale ale malt (well-modified and suitable for single-
temperature infusion mashing); American hops; 
American yeast that can give a clean or slightly fruity 
profile. Generally all-malt, but mashed at lower 
temperatures for high attenuation. Water character 
varies from soft to moderately sulfate.
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